BLOW ME (You Hardly Even Know Me)
Red Peters and Todd Rundgren
with the Babe Marino Orchestra and the Alan Pinchloaf Singers

spoken:
Red: Hi Dick…hi Bob…Todd!!! How ya doin’?
Todd: Red, fancy meeting you here.
Red: Hey, whattya say we sing a duet of one of your love songs?
You know, you’ve written so many beauties.
Todd: To tell you the truth Red, I’d rather sing one of your love songs.
Red: One of my love songs. I really don’t consider “When I Jerk Off” a love song.
Todd: No, not that one. This one!!!
SONG STARTS
Red: O-o-o-o-h, this one!!!

Blow me
You hardly even know me
just set yourself below me
and blow me... tonite.
a handy
would certainly be dandy
but it's not enough to slow me
you gotta blow me... allright.
when you part your lips that way
ooo... I want you night and day
when you squeeze my balls so tight
I wanna blow my load with all my might!!
so blow me
you hardly even know me
just set yourself below

you gotta blow me tonite
SAX SOLO

Red: "Blow, Bobby, blow!!!
(DURING SOLO)

Red: Todd! Put your pants back on, man. That’s ridiculous!
Todd: Aw, come on, Red. Don’t fight the feeling!
Awright, everybody sing!

Blow me
You hardly even know me
so blow me
you gotta blow me
so blow me
Blow me tonite!!!
Red: Yeah!!!
Todd: One more time!
Red: Why not?

Blow me!!!
You gotta blow me!
So, blow me
blow me tonite!!!
Red: Yeah!
Todd: Oooo! One more time!
Red: Really?!!
Todd: I’m lovin’ it!!!

Blow me!!!
Blow me tonite!!!
Todd: One more time!

Red: Todd, what the fuck, man?
Todd: What? Ok, fuck it. Wrap it up boys.
SONG FINALLY CONCLUDES

Todd: Ladies and gentlemen, we have a winner!!!
Red: I’ll kick you right in the balls…
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